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About This Game

DYE is a challenging precision platformer where you help Hue rescue Pigments and defeat the nefarious Necrolights in order to
restore color to the world! Jump, wall jump and float your way through 4 unique worlds with hundreds of challenges. Anyone

from first-time platform gamers to experienced hardcore speedrunners will find a rewarding test of skill in saving Hue's
homeworld.

DYE has tight and responsive controls, and has been balanced around the use of a controller. Full keyboard support is available,
but spare your hands and sanity (seriously), and use a controller. DYE has native support for all common controllers including

Xbox, Steam, PS4, and most others.

What others are saying

"The controls are so slick... its a difficult game but I feel like i have total control" - TGH_Plays - 
https://www.twitch.tv/TGH_Plays

"The sounds, the music, the levels... it just all comes together so well" -Vellhart - https://www.twitch.tv/vellhart

"This was quite a journey... peaked at the right amount of difficulty" - Yagamoth - https://www.twitch.tv/Yagamoth
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"The soundtrack in this game is magnificent!" - Tehjman1993 - https://www.twitch.tv/Tehjman1993

"Its genius, I'm not gonna lie, but it's really evil as well!" - Krazyman50 - https://www.twitch.tv/krazyman50

Key Features

56 levels (560 total pigments to collect)

8 skins, unlockable by achievement

Leaderboards for all versions of individual levels and speedruns

4 worlds with unique boss fights

Hard Mode versions of each level

Challenge levels

Scaling difficulty from beginner to expert level

Original 18 track soundtrack (55 minutes)

Achievements

Trading cards

What's In Each World?

Each world contains 9 regular levels, 4 challenge levels and 1 unique boss fight.

The 9 regular levels in each world of DYE are a series of challenges with Pigments along the way. Each Pigment you rescue will
restore a layer of color, and rescuing all 5 in a level will restore all color to that level. The Normal Mode of the level will have

checkpoints along the way, while the Hard Mode modifier will remove all checkpoints and add additional danger.

The 4 challenge levels in each world of DYE are filled with 100 "dust". You free a Pigment every 20 dust collected. There are
no checkpoints in the challenge levels, and the Hard Mode version of these levels adds a restrictive time limit.
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Title: DYE
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Bat Country Games, LLC
Publisher:
Bat Country Games, LLC
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10 64-bit (latest Service Pack)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4400 or higher

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Its a good little game. I enjoyed it while travelling. You can finish the whoe thing within couple of hours max.. There are
demons, and they do have shotguns.

10/10. I just refunded this game. Got disappointed, there's no official tutorial.. This kind of thing is why I got the VIVE. Very
professional and a delight to experience. More like this please!. I have loads of fun playing Genetic Disaster in co-op.

Characters are great and there is a tremendous amount of weapons. The game is not finished yet, some parts like audio require a
bit more love, but overall it's already pretty polished.

It's a fun couch game, I recommend it.
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there's a free version one :(. A fun little casual puzzler. Good to pick up and play when you're in the mood for a quick game, or
a mild brain teaser. It plays a little like a pipe puzzle game. Gets more difficult later on, with more advanced enemies, and has a
quirky story. It's a good buy, especially if you can find it on sale.. Hmm - Rise of the Dynasty expansion seems to be bad value -
worse looking world map, internet connection required for single player, and combat is now broken (can't hit small ships).

So far I've played myself up to Patrician on a new playthrough with the expansion, and I haven't seen any sign of the inland
cities (or wagon trains!) - it feels like i'm still playing the old game, nothing is new :\/

Oh, and the treasure hunting isn't worth it - paying at least 50k in Taverns (~5 map pieces) to get some flotsam worth less than
5k seems like a bad trade...

I hope Kalypso put out a patch fixing the broken stuff, until then I have to give this a thumbs down.... I enjoy psychological
horror as a genre in any format so I knew I was going to be playing some of those types of games. Though I especially like the
kind where you connect to the characters and have a more in-depth knowledge of these characters. The past is shown often in
The Boogie Man on having a large impact for the characters present lives. Watching the ending I really liked the line "Because
people don't always see the same as you", as you discover is apparent through the game. The only thing I found hard was
completing the 'Boogie Wuz Here' achievement (which was hilariously annoying how long it took me to not find them but how
to make it so I get the achievement) press spacebar on the red messages/graffiti! Didn't know this was technically 3rd in a series
some I'm definitely going to play the others!. I kinda wish there were more games like this.. If there was a contest for worst of
the worst ingame outfits that are dlc and cost money ,Shadow of the TR would win in,both hands down ! Worst outfits i ever
bought , i mean it's the season pass , i regret it deeply , never buying a TR game season pass again.
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